
Hi there,

I wonder whether you can help.

Oxford Scientific Films are currently making a new science documentary for ITV1 on cats and we are
getting in touch to see whether you are interested in your cat [s) taking part in some filming we will be
doing for the programme.
The programme will be of similar style and approach to Secret Life of Dogs which we made last year. We
will be looking at the behavioural and physical development of cats alongside stories of the unique and
various bonds we have with them.

Here's a copy of the dog programme;
httos : / /vimeo.com / 849 5607 8
password: slod

Although we are still working out how best to go about this, we would like to know asap whether anyone
of your members would be keen to come along for a day in a studio just outside London, in Shepperton,
TW17 (http://www.hallifordfilmstudios.co.uk/) in March - dates TBC.

The purpose of the filming in the studio is for us to show, quite simply, just how amazing cats are - how
they have different personalities, how they move, behave, their physical attributes etc. We hope to film
with a variety of different breeds.

If this sounds like something you might be interested in, please can you send through the following
details;
t. Your contact details - where you are based (so that we can work out logistics of how you and your
cat [s) would get to and from the locationJ
2. Name, age, breed and pictures of your cat (s)

3. Does your cat have any stand out behaviours?
4. Does your cat have any unusual or unique physical features? Such as different eye colour.
5. We will be looking to capture lots of different physical and behavioural aspects of cats, so please do

let me know if there is anything that your cat can do I might be able to do (on command - to a degree!) in

a studio environment. Here are some examples of the behaviours / abilities we will be hoping to film;
. Climb up a tree
. Leap
. Landing on a naruow edge
. Righting Reflex
. Hiss /bevery vocal
. Stalking
. Pouncing
SN.B We don't expect your cat to do all of the above and we are very much interested to know what your cat

does on a daily basis - even if it is grooming and drinking water - things we will undoubtedly film!
6. Finally please do let me know if could potentially come for a day during the week - as opposed to

weekends in case we need to film mid-week.
It would also be good to know whether your cat (s) would feel comfortable / has experience of being
around other unfamiliar cats.
We look forward to hearing from you!
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